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1. Summary

An experimental investigation was conducted on the internal aerodynamic stability of a family of two-dimensional (2–D) High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) nozzle concepts. These nozzles function during takeoff as mixer-ejectors to meet acoustic requirements, then convert to conventional high-performance convergent-divergent (CD) nozzles at cruise. The transition between takeoff mode and cruise mode results in the aerodynamic throat and the minimum cross-sectional area that controls the engine backpressure shifting location within the nozzle for all of the present concepts of interest. The stability and steadiness of the nozzle aerodynamics during this so called throat shift process is a concern, as it can directly affect the engine aerodynamic stability, and the mechanical design of the nozzle.

The objective of the study was to determine if pressure spikes or other perturbations occurred during the throat shift process and, if so, identify the causal mechanisms for those perturbations. This included both local pressure effects and upstream influences. The scope of the effort was to design, fabricate, and test a 5 percent scale (3 in. × 5 in. cross-section) variable geometry cold flow rig that investigated these transient pressure characteristics over the range of geometry, operating conditions, and actuation rates representative of the nozzle concepts.

The two nozzle concepts modeled in the test program were the fixed chute (FC) and downstream mixer (DSM). These 2–D nozzles differ principally in that the fixed chute has a large over-area between the forward throat and aft throat locations (three times the forward throat area), while the DSM has an over-area of only about 10 percent. Because both nozzles are symmetric about the engine horizontal centerline, only half of each nozzle was modeled. The fixed chute nozzle requires moving a translating plug and hinged rear flaps in concert to accomplish the throat shift. In the test rig, the required nozzle variable geometry was simulated with a translating plug and a variable angle rear flap. Each was independently actuated by computer controlled servo motors that allowed accurately programmed repeatable motion, with simultaneous coordinated control of the 2 degrees of freedom. The DSM nozzle has no plug, and so was simulated with a variable angle rear flap alone.

The test program included almost 300 throat shifts at a range of nozzle pressure ratios (NPRs) from 2.5 to 6, over-areas between throats of 1X to 3.5X, and actuation times ranging from 0.2 sec to 10 sec.

High-response pressure data, from Kulite sensors located on a nozzle sidewall, indicated no upstream pressure spikes occurred at any time during the entire test matrix. There were abrupt pressure changes of up to 20 percent between the throats during transitions, but the levels were always bounded by the final steady pressures and were not felt upstream of the forward throat.

The conclusions were that engine mass flow and backpressure can be held constant simultaneously during nozzle throat shifts on this class of nozzles, and mode shifts can be accomplished at constant mass flow and engine backpressure without upstream pressure perturbations. This class of nozzle concepts can be designed assuming steady flow loads, and uninterrupted engine back pressures.
2. Introduction

Nozzle Concepts

Exhaust nozzle concepts being considered for the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) operate in an ejector mode at low-speed for noise suppression, then transition to nonejector, convergent-divergent (CD) configurations at cruise. Two nozzles, both two-dimensional (2–D), representative of the current HSCT mixer-ejector concepts are the fixed chute (FC) and the downstream mixer (DSM).

The fixed chute nozzle shown in figure 1 is characterized by an ejector chute fixed in the flow under all conditions, and by a plug and rear flaps that move as required to meet the necessary flow areas. In the ejector/low-speed mode, the auxiliary inlet doors are opened, the plug is forward under the ejector/secondary chutes, and the rear flaps are full open. In this configuration, the plug blocks the flow from passing under the chutes, causing the primary flow to be directed between the chutes. The primary flow side of the chutes is the minimum area of the flow and controls the engine backpressure. The secondary area of the nozzle is about twice the primary area, so the resulting mixed area is about three times the primary area. Because the rear flaps are full open, the mixed flow is not backpressured by the nozzle.

The fixed chute high-speed mode is also given in figure 1 and shows that the plug has moved aft and the rear flaps have rotated into the flow. Moving the plug to the aft position unblocks the passage under the ejector/secondary chutes and increases the area by about 2X. In this configuration, the rear flaps are partially closed, causing a new minimum area to be formed in the nozzle at the rear flaps. The plug motion has opened the area at the chute exit, reducing the local Mach number to the M = 0.2 range and greatly reducing the aerodynamic losses through the chutes.

The DSM nozzle is characterized by rotating ejector/secondary chutes that are in the flow only during the ejector mode and a split divergent flap (fig. 2). In the ejector/low-speed mode, the auxiliary inlet doors are opened, the chutes are rotated into the flow through slots in the forward divergent flaps, and the aft divergent flaps are full open. Because the chutes extend close to the engine centerline, the primary flow is directed between the chutes. As in the fixed chute concept, the primary side of the chutes is the minimum or controlling area of the flow; and with the flaps full open, the mixed flow is not backpressured by the nozzle.

Figure 2 also shows the DSM in high-speed mode. The ejector/secondary chutes have rotated out of the flowpath to form smooth forward divergent flaps, and both forward and aft divergent flaps have rotated into the flow. The flowpath now resembles a classical convergent/divergent nozzle with the minimum area of the flow at the hinge between the convergent flap and the forward divergent flap.

The mode transition process for the fixed chute and the DSM adjusts the geometry from the low-speed configuration to the high-speed configuration while maintaining a constant engine backpressure. Maintaining backpressure requires maintaining a choked throat throughout the process, and adjusting the throat area during the mode transition process to compensate for differences in internal losses as the internal aerodynamics change.

The nozzle throat is not, however, located at the same physical station in the low-speed and high-speed configurations. In the low-speed configuration, the throat is located at the chute exit station; while in high-speed it is located several feet downstream in the fixed chute concept (fig. 1), and upstream in the DSM concept (fig. 2) at the convergent-divergent nozzle throat. The throat must transition (or shift) between these positions during the mode transition process.
Aerodynamics

The aerodynamics of a throat shift process, and related issues of stability and loads, have not received identified treatment in the open literature. Some experimental and analytical work has been performed as part of certain proprietary nozzle development efforts, as well as the present HSCT effort. The conclusions of these studies are not in agreement, however. Some experimental evidence shows a significant overpressure spike during a throat shift, while the analytical efforts suggest no pressure spike effects should occur. The analytical and experimental studies to date have each looked at particular aspects of the problem and have added understanding, but together still leave significant uncertainty whether the phenomenon will occur (and if so to what severity) for the HSCT geometry and conditions. No definitive predictions of overpressure spikes were made in any of the analyses, although discontinuous pressure jumps between the throats during throat shifts were predicted.

Previous testing conducted as part of a proprietary nozzle development effort at Pratt & Whitney (P&W) (E.B. Thayer, 1970, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, internal report) has shown severe backpressure spikes can occur in mode transitioning nozzles under some conditions. This testing was not reported in the open literature, but is summarized in figure 3. The configuration tested was a 1/l0-scale balance beam nozzle that created a throat upstream of the balance point, at the balance point, or downstream of the balance point, depending upon the amount of flap rotation about the balance point. A low-speed to high-speed transition of this nozzle corresponded to starting at the convergent geometry shown by the dashed line of figure 3. The flaps then rotated, passing through a point where the aft flap was parallel to the centerline. At this position, the throat is larger than in the convergent or the convergent-divergent configuration. The flaps continued to rotate counterclockwise until a new throat formed upstream, and further still until the final throat area was reached. This configuration does not maintain a constant nozzle throat area during the throat shift, and so would be expected to induce an engine backpressure variation inversely proportional to the area variation during the transition.

Analyses at P&W (E.J. Kawecki, 1994, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, internal study) and General Electric Aircraft Engines (GEAE) (M. Pearson, 1993, GEAE, Cincinnati, OH, internal study), shown in figures 4 and 5, respectively, predict an upstream static pressure variation during the throat shift of the referenced geometry. This is the static pressure upstream of the forward throat and corresponds to the backpressure felt by the engine during the throat shift process. The analysis of Kawecki was one-dimensional (1-D) quasi-steady and assumed subsonic flow upstream of the forward throat at all times. This 1-D quasi-steady analysis predicted a continuous, regular variation in pressure that never exceeded the end point pressures (fig. 4). The analysis of Pearson is 1-D unsteady and also assumed subsonic flow upstream of the forward throat at all times. This analysis yields a pressure variation from 88 psia to 47 psia (fig. 5) as the throat height varies from 8.6 in. to 16 in. This is a pressure ratio of 1/1.87, which is the same to within measurement accuracy of the area ratio of 1.86. The pressure is then seen to vary inversely with the throat height in the Pearson study, demonstrating the flow to be quasi-steady. It was concluded that “the short fluid residence time compared to the rate of actuation, even for the assumed 0.1 sec actuation times, resulted in no identifiable time dependent or unsteady effects” (M. Pearson, 1993, GEAE, Cincinnati, OH, internal study).

These analytical results are in contrast to the recalled test data of figure 3, where the pressure initially drops as well, but at some point undergoes a rapid, nearly discontinuous rise to a level exceeding the endpoint pressures by a significant amount. This disagreement suggests that the flow during this particular test was not 1-D quasi-steady, but rather was unsteady or discontinuous at some point during the throat shift. Mechanisms other than quasi-steady or 1-D unsteady flow must then be responsible for the observed phenomenon.

A further analysis of the throat shift nozzle mode transition was performed assuming 1-D quasi-steady flow, but also included both subsonic and supersonic branch solutions (E.J. Kawecki, 1994, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, HSCT Coordination Memo PW94-054N). This analysis was performed to determine if phenomenon may occur due to supersonic to subsonic branch changes that could generate the observed upstream pressure disturbances. The nozzle aerodynamics at each station were calculated for a
representative mode transition, with the geometry changing from the ejector mode position to the high-speed position in an arbitrary 16 steps.

The fixed chute nozzle modeled in the calculations is shown in figure 6, representing the low-speed and high-speed modes. The aerodynamics were assumed steady and calculated for the initial, intermediate, and final positions at each of the following stations. The station numbers and names listed below are shown in figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Engine Plenum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Engine Choke (Modeled as a perforated plate operating choked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Transition Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Chutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Chute/Forward Throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Inter-choke Plenum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Aft Throat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Divergent Flap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ambient Static</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of those calculations are given in figures 7 through 11. The mode transition is modeled as occurring in 16 steps, which, for convenience, are shown as Time Steps (hereafter called out in text as Step 1, Step 2, etc.). The actual calculations are not time-dependent, so the process, in effect, is assumed to be quasi-steady.

Figure 7 shows how the areas were assumed to vary during the mode transition. Four of the stations are shown: the engine choke upstream of the chutes, the chute throat, the inter-choke plenum (plenum between the chute throat and the aft throat), and the aft throat. The only two areas that actually vary in the calculation are the chute throat and the aft throat, although, in general, the aerodynamic conditions can vary to some degree at all stations. At Step 1 in figure 7, the chute throat is at its minimum area, and the aft throat is at its maximum area. The aft throat is closing in Steps 2 through 9, while the chute throat remains at constant area. After Step 9, the chute throat area opens as the plug is moved aft. To maintain a constant engine pressure, note that the aft throat must continue to close as the plug moves. This is a result of the chute losses dropping as the chute exit area opens, and the local Mach number drops. The aft throat must then close incrementally to compensate as the total pressure approaching the aft throat increases.

Corresponding to these geometry variations, figure 8 shows the Mach number variation at each station through the nozzle. At Step 1 the chute throat is choked, and the downstream throat is unchoked (M = 0.3). The aft throat Mach number increases as it closes, until it finally chokes at Step 9. The chute throat is also choked at Step 9. At Step 10 the plug has moved slightly, opening the chute area and dropping the chute Mach number. For all later times the area continues to increase, so the Mach number continues to decrease at the chutes. The aft throat is kept choked at Step 10 and for all times after.

The static pressures through the rig are shown in figures 9 through 11. Figure 9 assumes the flow leaving the chutes expands isentropically to the available area between the chutes and the aft throat. The flow can expand supersonically or subsonically in this process. Figure 12 shows the isentropic relation for pressure ratio versus area, including the range of pressure ratios from takeoff (ejector/low-speed mode) through climb (high-speed mode), and the area ratio for the fixed chute design. In the absence of any backpressure, the area available and the range of pressures expected suggest the flow expands to the supersonic branch solution. In figure 9, the flow coming out of the chutes wants to initially over-expand below ambient pressure. The flow in the actual case will likely separate rather than fully over-expand, and so only expand to ambient pressure or a little below. The flow may remain supersonic throughout the nozzle, or shock down within the nozzle after a short distance. The extent of the supersonic region depends on the particular aerodynamics of the primary plumbing, and is not known a priori, although some supersonic region is expected. As the exit nozzle closes, the static pressure at the throat rises, until at Step 7 the ideal isentropic pressure at the aft throat is above ambient. At this point, the aft throat starts to
backpressure the assumed supersonic stream coming from the chutes. Further closing of the aft throat will increase the backpressure on the flow as shown.

Traditionally, adverse pressure gradient supersonic flows like this are unstable and must be controlled carefully or the flow will shock down to the subsonic solution. An example of this is the unstart of a supersonic inlet due to over-backpressuring. This nozzle flow is not well behaved or controllable like an inlet, nor can it easily be. The flow exiting the chutes is then not expected to sustain the adverse pressure gradient that occurs when the aft throat closes. This will induce a shock that travels upstream from the throat to the chute, which will abruptly raise the pressure as the flow transitions to subsonic conditions.

During this process, there can also be an overpressure spike in the supersonic flow region that follows behind the shock. The strength of the overpressure is not readily predictable, as it depends on the degree of backpressure and the state of the boundary layer adjacent to the flow, neither of which are well known. Inlet unstart tests in this Mach number range can produce overpressure spikes of 2X the subsonic pressure levels, or no excess above the subsonic branch steady pressure solution, depending on the backpressure. The transition from supersonic to subsonic flow is illustrated by the inter-choke plenum line in figure 11, between Steps 7 and 8. No overpressure spike is predicted, just the quasi-steady pressure discontinuity (pressure jump) occurring when the flow adjusts from the supersonic branch to the subsonic branch solution. In this model, the pressure jump is confined to the region between the throats. The predicted pressure level never exceeds the upstream total pressure, so no significant pressure disturbance is expected upstream of the forward throat unless a backpressure-induced overpressure spike occurs within the nozzle.

Analysis results suggest that an abrupt pressure change can occur within the nozzle during the low-speed to high-speed mode transition process. Specifically, a pressure discontinuity can occur when the primary flow is backpressured by the closing of the aft throat, and thus shocks down in the over-area region from the supersonic branch solution to the subsonic branch solution. Distinct from the throat shift process, this phenomenon can occur before the second choke is established at the aft throat and prior to the actual throat shift.

Based on this analysis, a possible, but unsubstantiated, mechanism for the observed historical test results (E.B. Thayer, 1970, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, internal report) is that the flow upstream of the forward throat was initially subsonic when either the forward or aft throats were established, but then went supersonic when the controlling area increased as the forward throat opened during the throat shift. This would result in the observed pressure drop upstream of the forward throat during the process. As the throat shift continued, the pressure would remain low, corresponding to supersonic flow, until the aft throat began to close down. At some point the decreasing throat area backpressured the flow to become subsonic, with the resulting shock traveling upstream of the nozzle and causing an abrupt pressure rise. This pressure could exceed the steady subsonic pressures if the backpressures were sufficient, as in a mixed compression supersonic inlet.

No actual data from the historical test are available, so the proposed possible mechanism cannot be evaluated or confirmed. The analysis does suggest that the behavior may occur only if there is both a significant change in the controlling area, and certain facility-to-nozzle geometries. The present HSCT nozzles, however, are designed to always maintain a nearly constant controlling area so as to maintain a constant backpressure. Substantially different than the historical test results, this suggests that at least one mechanism that could explain the previous results is not present in the HSCT nozzles. Due to this mechanism then, the observed pressure spike would then not occur in the HSCT nozzles.

**Allowable Limit of Upstream Traveling Pressure Spike**

The allowable backpressure variations are set by the fan surge and stall margins, and the duct pressure wave transmission characteristics. For the present HSCT engines, the allowable backpressure variations based on design margins have been summarized (E.J. Kawecki, 1994, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, HSCT Coordination Memo PW94-024N). The results were that the present 25 percent $\Delta P/P$ fan stall
margin is the controlling factor and limits the backpressure increase to less than this amount. The pressure increase may have to be reduced to the 10 to 15 percent range once planned transient cycle analyses and stability audits are accomplished. The backpressure decrease is limited to the fan choke pressure, where flutter problems can occur. The fan will choke at about \(-40\) percent \(\Delta P/P\), which sets the lower limit of allowable nozzle backpressure. Both of these limits are independent of frequency for 1/10-second duration events and longer. Kuchar reported results of a duct transmission study that evaluated the duct transfer function and fan sensitivity to the pulses for several assumed pulse shapes, over a range of pulse durations and amplitudes (A. Kuchar, 1994, GEAE, Cincinnati, OH, HSCT Coordination Memo GE94-079N Revision G). The duct transfer function is defined as the ratio of percent increase in the total pressure at the fan outlet guide vane (OGV) exit to pulse amplitude. The pulse amplitude is the percent increase in static pressure at the variable area bypass injector (VABI) discharge plane. Fan sensitivity is defined as the ratio of loss in fan stall margin to pulse amplitude. “Results indicate that pulses in the range of 20-30 milliseconds full scale would have the largest impact on fan stall margin” (A. Kuchar, 1994, GEAE, Cincinnati, OH, HSCT Coordination Memo GE94-079N Revision G). Results above 1/10-second duration agree with the previously quoted results (E.J. Kawecki, 1994, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, HSCT Coordination Memo PW94-054N), and results for pulses of duration less than 10 milliseconds show a decrease in sensitivity due to attenuation of the pulse passing through the duct. The results are summarized in figure 13, where the fan sensitivity to pressure perturbations are given for different pulse widths and shapes.

Combining the absolute level of allowable pressure perturbation (E.J. Kawecki, 1994, P&W, West Palm Beach, FL, HSCT Coordination Memo PW94-024N), and the duct transmission characteristics (A. Kuchar, 1994, GEAE, Cincinnati, OH, HSCT Coordination Memo GE94-079N Revision G) yields an approximate allowable upstream traveling pressure spike emanating from the nozzle of 15 percent allowable/1.4 gain factor = 10 percent pressure excursion. The allowable upstream traveling spike is then 10 percent above the local total pressure at the nozzle.

The result of these analyses was that no definitive explanation for the previous test results was forthcoming. A test program with HSCT configurations undergoing mode transitions is called for, with the specific purpose of characterizing the aerodynamics, measuring the pressures throughout the nozzle, and establishing whether mode transitions can be accomplished while maintaining constant engine backpressure.

### 3. Test Program

**Dynamic Stability Rig Configurations**

Three rig configurations, each with a different amount of area change between the controlling areas, were tested. The configurations are the fixed chute (FC) nozzle (with a large over-area of about 200 percent), the downstream mixer (DSM) nozzle (with a small over-area of about 50 and 10 percent), and a flat plate (with no over-area). Figure 14 shows the rig in the fixed chute nozzle configuration. Visible in the photograph are the motors and drivers for the translating plug (above the model) and the aft throat convergent flap (below the model), Kulite cables (in front of the model), and hypotubes (behind the model). The primary flow, gaseous nitrogen (GN2), was supplied from an 1800 psia tank. Valves, filters, pressure reducing controllers, and a sonic nozzle were used *en route* to the rig.

Figure 15 shows the rig in the fixed chute configuration with the sidewall removed. In the ejector/low-speed mode (fig. 16), the primary flow is forced between the secondary chutes by a translating plug positioned under the chutes. The flow exits the chutes, then plumes in the large over-area downstream of the chutes before passing through the aft throat. In this test program the chutes are not flowing, and so were modeled as solid, i.e., the secondary chutes are totally closed off. The auxiliary inlet supplying the chutes will most likely be closed in the product prior to the mode shift. This would avoid
backflowing the chutes as the backpressure starts to rise. The mode transition starts as the aft throat convergent flap begins to close, eventually forming a second throat. The plug then starts to move in concert with the still closing convergent flap such that the engine backpressure remains constant. Finally, the plug reaches the limit of travel, and a single throat remains at the convergent flap (fig. 17).

Figure 18 shows the rig in the DSM configuration with the sidewall removed. The mode transition is simulated as a 1 degree of freedom system and takes place through an over-area of about 50 or 10 percent in a nearly rectangular channel. In the ejector/low-speed mode (fig. 19), the throat is at the aft end of the plate, with subsonic flow everywhere upstream of this point. During the mode transition, the plate rotates about the front hinge, causing the aft throat to open and leaving the forward throat controlling the area (fig. 20). The flow downstream of the forward throat then becomes supersonic.

The no over-area plate configuration represents a limiting case with no plenum between the two choke stations. The DSM configuration with a flat plate installed was used to model this configuration.

Test Matrix

A test matrix was defined to evaluate the throat shift aerodynamics. The test matrix is shown in table 1, and consisted of three test series, each on a different rig configuration. In each test series, the variable geometry was actuated to induce a throat shift. Any abrupt pressure changes were noted, along with whether they occurred prior to the throat shift, during the throat shift, or after the throat shift.

The experiments were conducted over a range of nozzle pressure ratios (NPRs) representative of the takeoff through climb values. The NPR ranges from about 4 at takeoff to about 6 at 32,000 ft. The nozzle unstart and mode transition issues were expected to be active over this range of pressure ratios.

The rate of actuation was varied over a representative range to determine the effect of actuation rate on the throat shift and to include the effects of scaling on actuation rates. Throat shifts were accomplished over a range of times from 0.2 seconds to 10 seconds.

In the fixed chute configuration, suppressor area ratio (SAR) was varied from 3.5 to 1.6 by changing the number of chutes, which changed the chute throat area. These chute assemblies are shown in figure 21. In the DSM nozzle configuration, percent over-area was varied by using two bent plates: a 50 percent over-area plate and a 10 percent over-area plate. Several plates, including the flat plate, are shown in figure 22.

For each of the configurations, a series of tests were conducted where the aft throat was swept from full open (closing sweep), to choked, then back to full open (opening sweep) again.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPR</th>
<th>Actuation Rate(s)</th>
<th>No. of Chutes/SAR</th>
<th>Fixed Chute</th>
<th>Translating Plug</th>
<th>DSM</th>
<th>Flat Plate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(sec)</td>
<td>10 9 8 6 5 3.5 2.8 2.3 1.6</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Between</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tests were also conducted in the fixed chute configuration with the plug translating aft after a dual choke had been established. These tests most closely simulated the planned functioning of the nozzle, where the forward throat is relieved by opening up its area after the aft throat is established. Opening the forward throat area (i.e., moving the plug) is required to achieve a full throat shift without disturbing the engine backpressure or flow. Closing down the aft throat past choke initiation would also unchoke the chute station, but would induce a change in the upstream pressure, or mass flow, or both. These tests were also performed with the plug and aft throat moving in concert to maintain a constant pressure upstream of the forward throat.

**Instrumentation**

The rig had instrumentation locations for 16 high-response (Kulite) static pressure sensors and 25 low-response conventional static pressure sensors (hypotubes), as shown in figure 23. Pressure sensor locations are given in table 2. The Kulite sensor response was from dc to 20,000 Hz, while the conventional pressures responded from dc to about 10 Hz. Each test configuration recorded a different set of these pressure sensors consistent with the geometry of the model. For example, in the DSM configuration, pressure instrumentation in the chute station and some of the inter-choke plenum station is blocked by hardware and was not recorded. A choked sonic nozzle was used by the facility to measure the mass flow and maintain it constant during the test. The tests were conducted with ambient temperature dry nitrogen, and the temperature was measured in the upstream plenum. The position of the variable geometry was recorded during the test.

**Test Results**

Table 3 is a log of all of the tests for which results are presented in this report. Almost 300 tests were performed to examine the parameters detailed in the test matrix. The test log represents the specific tests chosen to present the results demonstrated by all of the tests. Shown in the table are analog data tape numbers used to record Kulite and variable geometry data and the digital data transient numbers used to record conventional pressure and variable geometry data for each test. The digital data transient numbers were used to reference the tests during the analysis of the test data and are noted on all plots in this report.

The various configurations are identified for each test in the test log. Fixed chute configurations are denoted by an FC-#, where the # varies between 1 (10 chutes), 2 (9 chutes), 3 (8 chutes), and 4 (5 chutes). DSM and flat plate configurations use a DSM-#, where # varies between 1 (flat plate), 2 (10 percent over-area plate), and 3 (50 percent over-area plate). The motion of the aft throat convergent flap for the fixed chute configurations and the variable angle rear flap for the DSM configurations is shown under **Flap Action**. Whether the flap was closing, opening, or closing then opening (abbreviated with c/o) and the angles bounding, the motion are detailed. The zero degree reference was for a horizontal flap, i.e., the flap was parallel to the rig top and bottom plate surfaces. For the fixed chute configuration, this corresponds to a full open aft throat convergent flap. In the DSM configuration, the zero degree reference corresponds to equal forward and aft throat areas. For the flat plate, at this position, the plate was horizontal. The translating plug action (position fixed forward, aft or at a distance from the forward location or motion moving aft or moving aft then forward then aft) is shown. The move time for the variable geometry actuation is listed. This is the time entered into the drive and motor controller for the actuated parts to complete their motion. In tests that required the actuated parts to make two moves (e.g., closing then opening a flap), the move time corresponds to the time allotted for each move (i.e., the closing move time and the opening move time). Between the two moves is a short period of time, which varied from test to test, during which no parts were actuated. Tests where the flap and translating plug were moved in concert to maintain a constant upstream pressure used a computer program to coordinate the motions. The names of the programs are identified in the log.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-Response Pressure Sensors</th>
<th>High-Response Pressure Sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Header</strong></td>
<td><strong>X</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Low-response pressure sensors are conventional hypotubes. High-response pressure sensors are Kulites. X is measured from the rig inlet. Y is measured from the inside surface of the rig bottom plate. (See fig. 23.) All dimensions are in inches.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DK252014A5</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Closing, 15 &lt; 45 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DK252014A5</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Closing, 15 &lt; 45 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DK256014A5</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Closing, 1.6 &lt; 40 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DK256014A5</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Closing, 1.6 &lt; 40 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DK256014A5</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Closing, 1.6 &lt; 40 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DK256014A5</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Closing, 1.6 &lt; 40 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DK256014A5</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Closing, 1.6 &lt; 40 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Opening, 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>1107</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Opening, 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>6616</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7362</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7383</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7399</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7414</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7464</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7514</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>7536</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>DSM-2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>DK259014A5</td>
<td>8209</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>DSM-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 2.8 &gt; -2.9 &gt; 2.8 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>DSM-3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 4.4 &gt; -1.4 &lt; 4.4 degrees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>2043</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>FC-3</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>2429</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>FC-2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>2519</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>FC-2</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>2613</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>FC-2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>2706</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>FC-2</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 33 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>2969</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>FC-4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 27.1 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>Fixed Forward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>3240</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>M Aft &gt; Fwd &gt; Aft</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>DK285014A5</td>
<td>3393</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>FC-1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>c/o 1.6 &gt; 40 &gt; 1.6 degrees</td>
<td>M Aft &gt; Fwd &gt; Aft</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fixed Chute Configurations**
- FC-1: 10 Chute Mixer
- FC-2: 9 Chute Mixer
- FC-3: 8 Chute Mixer
- FC-4: 5 Chute Mixer

**Downstream Mixer Configurations**
- DSM-1: 0% Over-Area Plate
- DSM-2: 10% Over-Area Plate
- DSM-3: 50% Over-Area Plate
Typical data recorded during the tests is shown in figures 24, 25, and 26. Figure 24 shows variable geometry positions and several low-response static pressure sensor readings for a test of the fixed chute configuration with 10 chutes (FC-1). During this test, the aft throat convergent flap and the translating plug were moved in concert to maintain a constant pressure (low-response Pressure Sensor 5) upstream of the forward throat. Each plot contains a drawing of the model showing how the moving parts were actuated. The actuation began in the position denoted by solid lines, moved to the position denoted by dashed lines, then back to the start position. When the throat shifts occurred is also noted on the plots. The location of the throat shifts was determined from the aft throat convergent flap and translating plug positions. As the aft throat convergent flap closes, the aft throat area will eventually equal, then drop below the forward throat area causing the upstream pressure to rise. By translating the plug aft to increase the forward throat area, reducing the aerodynamic losses through the chutes, the upstream pressure can be maintained constant. The throat shifts aft when the translating plug moves aft. Similarly, the throat shifts forward when the translating plug stops moving forward. Figures 25 and 26 show the same test as figure 24, but with high-response pressure sensors. In figure 25 the throat is being shifted aft while in figure 26 the throat is being shifted forward.

Many of the static pressure sensors located in the same stations shown in figure 6 recorded similar pressure levels. This allows a reduced number of sensors to be presented without a loss in scope of the test results. Based on figure 24 the following reduced low-response pressure sensor schedule was developed only for plotting purposes in this report:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Static Pressure Sensor Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine Plenum</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition Section</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutes</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chute Throat</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-Choke Plenum</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aft Throat</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divergent Flap</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low-response Pressure Sensor 5, from the transition section, will be used to represent the pressure upstream of the forward throat in all data plots.

Test results shown in figures 24, 25, and 26 demonstrated the ability of both concepts to maintain both constant mass flow, because of the upstream choked sonic nozzle and the constant backpressure while undergoing a throat shift. Figures 27, 28, 29, and 30 illustrate a sequence of tests with the fixed chute configuration with 10 chutes (FC-1) where the variable geometry was first moved independently, then in concert. The first two cases (independent motion) are shown in figures 27 and 28 and demonstrate a wide swing in backpressure at constant mass flow. In figure 27, the aft throat convergent flap is first closed, then the plug is moved only after the flap is closed to its final position. This independent sequencing is seen to cause a significant pressure increase then decrease to the upstream pressure (Sensor 5). Similarly in figure 28, the engine pressure drops then rises if the plug is moved to fully open first, then the aft throat convergent flap closed. Finally, if the plug and flap are moved in concert as shown in figure 29 with low-response pressure sensor data and figure 30 with high-response pressure sensor data, the upstream pressure (Sensor 5) and mass flow can be maintained virtually constant for both directions of the mode shift.

For the fixed chute configuration, the effect of changes in the number of chutes, which varied the SAR, on low-response Pressure Sensor 5 is shown in figure 31 and on high-response pressure Sensor D is shown in figure 32. During these tests, the NPR and actuation rate were held constant. The plug was fixed forward under the chutes, and the aft throat convergent flap was swept from the open position to the closed position, shifting the throat from the chutes to the aft location. The figures illustrate no change in the behavior of the upstream pressure as SAR was varied from 3.5 to 1.6. The reason for the variation in the beginning of the increase in the pressure readings is because of differences in the time the actuation was
begun and therefore in the start of mode transition. It should be noted that while the readings in figure 31 for the 8-chute and 5-chute configurations went off-scale, this occurred after the throat shift. The noise in figure 32 at the beginning of the 10 chute data is because of the analog tape start-up. Figures 33 and 34 show the effect on the pressure upstream of the forward throat due to changes in the percentage of small over-area for the DSM configuration for low-response and high-response pressure sensors, respectively. These tests were conducted at the same NPR and actuation rate. The variable angle rear flap was swept from the open position to the closed position, shifting the throat from the aft location to the forward location. No change in the behavior of low-response Pressure Sensor 5 or high-response Pressure Sensor D was noted.

NPR was varied throughout the test program for all configurations. Figures 35 and 36 show the effect on the pressure upstream of the forward throat due to NPR changes in the nine-chute fixed chute configuration (FC-2) for low-response and high-response pressure sensors, respectively. During these tests, the aft throat convergent flap was swept from the open position to the closed position while the plug was fixed forward under the chutes, shifting the throat from the chutes to the aft location. No difference in the behavior of Sensor 5 or D was noted. In figures 37 and 38, the effect of NPR is shown for the DSM configuration with the 10 percent over-area plate. Again, there was no change in the behavior of the upstream pressure sensors.

The effect on the pressure upstream of the forward throat due to changes in the actuation rate is shown in figure 39 for low-response Pressure Sensor 5 and is shown in figure 40 for high-response Pressure Sensor D for the fixed chute configuration. The plug was fixed forward under the chutes and the aft throat convergent flap was swept from the open to closed position, shifting the throat from the chutes to the aft location. The slope of the curves varies due to actuation rate changes, but the sensor readings do not indicate any change in behavior. Figures 41 and 42 show the effect of actuation rate on the 10 percent over-area DSM configuration for the low-response and high-response sensors, respectively. During these tests, the variable angle rear flap was swept from the open position to the closed position, then back to the open position, shifting the throat from the forward location to the aft location and then back to the forward location. No change in the behavior of the upstream pressure sensors was noted.

Figure 43 shows high-response pressure sensor data for the fixed chute configuration with 10 chutes for a low-speed to high-speed mode transition. In this test, the translating plug was fixed 0.14 inches downstream of the chutes and did not move. The data show that the aft throat convergent flap closes some amount before the pressure starts to rise in the inter-choke plenum. The pressure in this plenum has a small (3-5 psi) jump before the throat shift. Note that there is no such jump in the upstream sensors of the transition section and the chutes, indicating that no change is felt upstream of the forward throat when the pressure in initially rising downstream of the chutes. The small bump at 7.5 seconds in all of the pressure data was a hick-up in the GN2 flow supply. The pressure in the inter-choke plenum continues to rise steadily and evenly until the throat shift, when a rapid pressure rise of about 25 percent occurs. Again, there is no such rapid pressure rise upstream of the forward throat or at the beginning of the inter-choke plenum at Sensor J. Instead, the upstream pressures rise steadily and evenly until the aft throat convergent flap stops closing. Therefore, pressure disturbances downstream of the forward throat do not propagate upstream before or after the throat shift. Figure 44 shows high-response pressure sensor data for the same configuration and test conditions with the aft throat convergent flap opening (high-speed to low-speed mode transition). The aerodynamics mirror the case in figure 43. Transition section pressures show a gradual drop in pressure as the aft throat is opened, up to the point where the pressures in the inter-choke plenum start to react. From this time on, the pressures upstream of the forward throat, in the transition section, are steady even though the pressures downstream of the forward throat, in the inter-choke plenum, continue to drop and undergo some abrupt changes. Again, no pressure spikes or jumps were observed upstream of the forward throat at anytime during the test.

The DSM configuration also showed no upstream pressure disturbances during mode transitions in either direction. Results in figure 45 show high-response pressure sensor data for a low-speed to high-speed mode shift; and in figure 46, for a high-speed to low-speed shift. The sensors upstream of the forward throat, transition section and forward throat, exhibit no abrupt changes in pressure even though
Pressure Sensor I in the inter-choke plenum does undergo an abrupt pressure rise. This abrupt pressure rise results from the flow in the channel transitioning from subsonic to supersonic (high pressure to low pressure, as in figure 45) or the reverse (as in figure 46). Again, no pressure spikes or jumps were observed upstream of the forward throat at any time during the test.

4. Conclusions

An experimental investigation was conducted on the internal aerodynamic stability of a family of two-dimensional (2–D) High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) nozzle concepts. These nozzles function during takeoff as mixer-ejectors to meet acoustic requirements, then convert to conventional high performance convergent-divergent nozzles at cruise. The transition between takeoff mode and cruise mode results in the aerodynamic throat and the minimum cross sectional area that controls the engine backpressure shifting location within the nozzle for all of the present concepts of interest. The stability and steadiness of the nozzle aerodynamics during this throat shift process is a concern, as it can directly affect the engine aerodynamic stability and the mechanical design of the nozzle.

An analysis of the throat shift process has been performed at Pratt & Whitney, Boeing, and General Electric Aircraft Engines in support of the present HSCT designs. These works have been published within program channels, but are not open literature reports. They generally assume quasi-steady subsonic aerodynamics during the throat shift process and look specifically at the local nozzle internal aerodynamics. The conclusions of these studies are not in agreement, however, with some experimental evidence showing a significant overpressure spike during a throat shift, while the analytical efforts suggest no pressure spike effects should occur. The analytical and experimental studies to date have each looked at particular aspects of the problem and have added understanding, but together still leave significant uncertainty whether the phenomenon will occur for the HSCT geometry and conditions (and if so, to what severity). No definitive predictions of overpressure spikes were made in any of the analyses, although discontinuous pressure jumps between the throats during throat shifts were predicted.

The two nozzle concepts modeled in the test program were the fixed chute (FC) and downstream mixer (DSM). These 2–D nozzles differ principally in that the fixed chute has a large over-area between the forward throat and aft throat locations (three times the forward throat area), while the DSM has an over-area of only about 10 percent. Because both nozzles are symmetric about the engine horizontal centerline, only half of each nozzle was modeled. A rig was built that could be modified into two configurations, each representing one of the nozzle concepts. The fixed chute nozzle requires moving a translating plug and hinged rear flaps in concert to accomplish the throat shift. In the test rig, the required nozzle variable geometry was simulated with a translating plug and a variable angle rear flap. The DSM nozzle has no plug, and so was simulated with a variable angle rear flap alone.

Results for the almost 300 throat shifts conducted in this test program show the following:

- No upstream (engine backpressure) pressure spike was ever observed for either of the configurations. A spike is defined as a pressure excursion where the maximum or minimum pressure reached exceeds the steady state end point pressure levels.
- No pressure jumps were ever observed upstream of the forward throat for either concept. A pressure jump is defined as any discrete discontinuous pressure rise that occurs during a gradual continuous geometry change. Pressure jumps do not over shoot the initial or final pressures.
- Pressure jumps of up to 15 percent were observed between throat stations for both concepts. These pressure jumps occurred in less than 10 percent of the cases and never resulted in the momentary instantaneous pressures exceeding the final steady state values.
Symbols

\( A_j \)  
Physical Nozzle Primary Choke Area, in.\(^2\)

\( A_m \)  
Nozzle Cross-Sectional Flow Area at Mixer Exit, in.\(^2\)

\( \text{ALPHA} \)  
Variable Angle Rear Flap angle, deg

Fan Sensitivity  
Ratio of loss in fan stall margin to pulse amplitude, where pulse amplitude is the percent increase in static pressure at the variable area bypass injector (VABI) discharge plane

\( \text{M} \)  
Mach Number

\( \text{NPR} \)  
Nozzle Pressure Ratio, \( \frac{P_{t,j}}{P_a} \)

\( P_a \)  
Ambient Pressure, psia

\( P_{t,j} \)  
Jet Total Pressure, psia

\( \text{SAR} \)  
Suppressor Area Ratio, \( \frac{A_m}{A_j} \)

\( \text{THETA} \)  
Aft Throat Convergent Flap Angle, deg

\( X \)  
Axial Distance Downstream of the Rig Inlet, in.

\( \text{XPLUG} \)  
Translating Plug Axial Location, in.

\( Y \)  
Vertical Distance from the Inside Surface of the Rig Bottom Plate, in.

\( \text{Y} \)  
Specific Heat Ratio

Acronyms and Abbreviations

\( \text{CD} \)  
Convergent-Divergent

\( \text{c/o} \)  
Closing then Opening

\( \text{DC} \)  
Direct Current Representing a Zero Frequency, Hz

\( \text{DSM} \)  
Downstream Mixer

\( \text{DSM-1} \)  
Downstream Mixer Nozzle Configuration with Flat Plate

\( \text{DSM-2} \)  
Downstream Mixer Nozzle Configuration with 10 percent Over-Area Plate

\( \text{DSM-3} \)  
Downstream Mixer Nozzle Configuration with 50 percent Over-Area Plate

\( \text{FC} \)  
Fixed Chute

\( \text{FC-1} \)  
Fixed Chute Nozzle Configuration With 10 Chutes

\( \text{FC-2} \)  
Fixed Chute Nozzle Configuration With 9 Chutes

\( \text{FC-3} \)  
Fixed Chute Nozzle Configuration With 8 Chutes

\( \text{FC-4} \)  
Fixed Chute Nozzle Configuration With 5 Chutes

\( \text{fwd} \)  
Forward

\( \text{GEAE} \)  
General Electric Aircraft Engines

\( \text{GN2} \)  
Gaseous Nitrogen

\( \text{HSCT} \)  
High Speed Civil Transport

\( \text{OGV} \)  
Outlet Guide Vane

\( \text{P&W} \)  
Pratt & Whitney

\( \text{VABI} \)  
Variable Area Bypass Injector

\( \text{1-D} \)  
One-Dimensional

\( \text{2-D} \)  
Two-Dimensional
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Figure 43. High Response Static Pressures for Fixed Chute Configuration with 10 Chutes (FC—1). Aft Throat Convergent Flap Closing and Translating Plug Fixed 0.14 inches Downstream from the Chutes. Actuation Time = 3 seconds. NPR = 5.4. Digital Data Transient #137 in Test Log. (Continued).
Figure 43. High Response Static Pressures for Fixed Chute Configuration with 10 Chutes (FC–1). Aft Throat Convergent Flap Closing and Translating Plug Fixed 0.14 inches Downstream from the Chutes. Actuation Time = 3 seconds. NPR = 5.4. Digital Data Transient #137 in Test Log. (Concluded).
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Figure 44. High Response Static Pressures for Fixed Chute Configuration with 10 Chutes (FC–1). Aft Throat Convergent Flap Opening and Translating Plug Fixed 0.14 inches Downstream from the Chutes. Actuation Time = 3 seconds. NPR= 5.4. Digital Data Transient #138 in Test Log. (Continued).
Figure 44. High Response Static Pressures for Fixed Chute Configuration with 10 Chutes (FC-1). Aft Throat Convergent Flap Opening and Translating Plug Fixed 0.14 inches Downstream from the Chutes. Actuation Time = 3 seconds. NPR = 5.4. Digital Data Transient #138 in Test Log. (Concluded).
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Figure 45. High Response Static Pressures for DSM Configuration with 10% Over-
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Figure 46. High Response Static Pressures for DSM Configuration with 10% Over-Area Plate (DSM-2). Variable Angle Rear Flap Closing. Actuation Time=3 seconds. NPR = 3. Digital Data Transient #254 in Test Log.
Figure 46. High Response Static Pressures for DSM Configuration with 10% Over-Area Plate (DSM-2). Variable Angle Rear Flap Closing. Actuation Time=3 seconds. NPR = 3. Digital Data Transient #254 in Test Log. (Concluded).
An experimental investigation was conducted on the internal aerodynamic stability of a family of two-dimensional (2-D) High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) nozzle concepts. These nozzles function during takeoff as mixer-ejectors to meet acoustic requirements, and then convert to conventional high-performance convergent-divergent (CD) nozzles at cruise. The transition between takeoff mode and cruise mode results in the aerodynamic throat and the minimum cross-sectional area that controls the engine backpressure shifting location within the nozzle. The stability and steadiness of the nozzle aerodynamics during this so called throat shift process can directly affect the engine aerodynamic stability, and the mechanical design of the nozzle. The objective of the study was to determine if pressure spikes or other perturbations occurred during the throat shift process and, if so, identify the caused mechanisms for the perturbations. The two nozzle concepts modeled in the test program were the fixed chute (FC) and downstream mixer (DSM). These 2-D nozzles differ principally in that the FC has a large over-area between the forward throat and aft throat locations, while the DSM has an over-area of only about 10 percent. The conclusions were that engine mass flow and backpressure can be held constant simultaneously during nozzle throat shifts on this class of nozzles, and mode shifts can be accomplished at a constant mass flow and engine backpressure without upstream pressure perturbations.